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D' (G) RWANDA: GRENADE ATTACK ON 30 MAY, TWO GRENADES EXPLODED IN KIRAMBO VILLAGE, A SMALL MARKET TOWN IN A WESTERN RWANDAN DISTRICT BORDERING ZAIRE. THE EXPLOSION KILLED 16 PEOPLE AND INJURED 125 OTHERS. NO GROUP HAS CLAIMED RESPONSIBILITY. THIS IS THE FIFTH BOMBING INCIDENT SINCE MARCH, SUGGESTING THAT THE RWANDAN PATRIOTIC FRONT (RPF) HAS LAUNCHED CAMPAIGN OF INDISCRIMINATE PUBLIC BOMBINGS SIMILAR
TO THAT OF 1992. IN ADDITION, THE RPF WAS IMPLICATED IN THE 18 MAY ASSASSINATION OF A LEADING RIVAL OPPOSITION PARTY PRESIDENT, ALTHOUGH NO FIRM EVIDENCE HAS BEEN FOUND TO LINK THE RPF WITH THIS INCIDENT.
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